Description of the proposed research project
Dispersionless 2D Toda hierarchies, infinite-dimensional F rob eniu s
manifolds and redu ctions

The dispersionless integrable hierarchies have recently attracted much interest. O n one
hand they form the basis for the classifi cation of dispersive integrable eq uations. F or ex ample in the D ubrovin-Z hang theory for the classifi cation of bi-hamiltonian hierarchies one
considers a topological ex pansion w hich has as leading term a dispersionless hierarchy and
this is in one-to-one correspondence w ith a F robenius manifold. This approach is rooted in
the fascinating developments connecting integrable hierarchies w ith topological fi eld theories
and G romov-W itten invariants.
O n the other hand dispersionless eq uations have proved to be of interest in the theory
of conformal maps. R ecent developments by W iegmann, Z abrodin et al. have show n for
ex ample that the dispersionless 2 D Toda hierarchy describes the L aplacian grow th i.e. the
dynamics of conformal mappings in the complex plane. M oreover the fi nite-dimensional
reductions of B enney (i.e. dispersionless K P ) are strictly link ed to deformations of conformal
maps to slit domains and to their associated L oew ner eq uations, as in the w ork of G ibbons
and Tsarev.
In these ex amples it is apparent the central role played by infi nite-dimensional hierarchies
(e.g. 2 D Toda and dK P ). R ecently, the discovery of an associated infi nite-dimensional structure of F robenius manifold (by D ubrovin, M ertens and myself) gives further interest to these
structures. O n one hand one is led to consider the behaviour of the reduction w ith respect to
the structure of F robenius manifold. O n the other hand one ex pects the possibility of fi nding
F robenius manifold structures associated to many other infi nite-dimensional dispersionless
hierarchies.
P rof. M . M anas and P rof. L . M artinez A lonso have recently obtained interesting developments in the theory of infi nite-dimensional and multicomponent 2 D Toda theories. F irst
the have completed the defi nitions of U eno and Tak asak i by introducing sets of new discrete
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flows which where previously observed in the theory of multicomponent KP. Moreover they
have considered the non-trivial problem of finding the dispersionless limit of such hierarchies. N ot only one can obtain the genus-zero universal Whitham hierarchy in such limit,
but one can also find a new type of dispersionless hierarchy which they call multicomponent
2D Toda hierarchy. This raises many interesting questions on the existence of associated
Frobenius manifold structures and on the nature of the reductions of such systems and their
relationaship with the theory of conformal maps.
I am confident that the possibility of visiting Prof. Manas ( and Prof. Martinez Alonso )
in Madrid will give us the opportunity of developing diff erent lines of research based on the
themes sketched above.

